Abstract-Routing for high-speed boards is still achieved manually today. There have recently been some related works to solve this problem; however, a more practical problem has not been addressed. Usually, the packages or components are designed with or without the requirement from board designers, and the boundary pins are usually fixed or advised to follow when the board design starts. In this paper, we describe this fixed ordering boundary pin routing problem, and propose a practical approach to solve it. Not only do we provide a way to address, we also further plan the wires in a better way to preserve the precious routing resources in the limited number of layers on the board, and to effectively deal with obstacles. Our approach has different features compared with the conventional shortest-path-based routing paradigm. In addition, we consider length-matching requirements and wire shape resemblance for high-speed signal routes on board. Our results show that we can utilize routing resources very carefully, and can account for the resemblance of nets in the presence of the obstacles. Our approach is workable for board buses as well.
component, while the latter connects those escaped boundary pins between components.
References [9] , [13] , [16] , [17] address escape routing. Luo and Wong [9] propose a problem in which there is a constraint on pin ordering from the requirement of the board designers, and the others address simultaneous escape routing. Simultaneous escape routing negotiates both sides of escaping terminals and explores a larger solution space. Two very recent works [10] and [11] also focus on this problem. Reference [11] uses a negotiated congestion based router to achieve the routing; this technique is widely used in modern academic global routers. On the other hand, [10] features a new concept boundary routing to solve the simultaneous escape routing problem, which achieves a better solution compared to previous work. The area routing [printed circuit board (PCB) routing] connects the escaped slots between components or packages on the board [5] , [15] , [20] .
In the preliminary version of this paper [19] , we address a different yet practical problem: how we route the wires or buses on the board with the fixed component or packages boundary pins. Usually, the components or packages are designed separately with boards; even with few interactions in codesign, they are shipped with fixed boundary pins. Another occasion is that those close-to-center pins in the component are pre-escaped by the provider, such as [21] and [22] , and board designers are advised to use the given order of the escaped boundary pins. Our work is a two-stage planner. The first stage is to try to obtain a planar topology for all the connections with more routing space available in subsequent pin pair routing. The second stage is to obtain a refined routing with lengthmatching constraint awareness and wire shape resemblance. In addition, our approach is workable for board buses as well, even with routing obstacles.
In this paper, we first restate the proposed board routing algorithm. Next, we propose a heuristic approach to handle the inevitable crossing nets. The approach utilizes Supowit's channel route algorithm [18] to find the largest subset of nets that can be routed on one layer. Furthermore, an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation is proposed to adjust net length within each bus such that the net length differences can match the length or delay constraints that high-speed boards demand. Overall, the experimental results show that our approach can utilize the routing space effectively, and meet wirelength and shape requirements while taking obstacles into consideration. 0278 -0070/$31.00 c 2013 IEEE The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the board routing issues. Section III describes the first stage of our routing methodology for obtaining planar topology considering obstacles. Section IV illustrates the routing refinement for length constraints and wire shape resemblance. Section V shows our results followed by the conclusion in Section VI.
II. Routing Issues for High-Speed Boards
Manual work is adopted in board-level routing due to many issues and constraints. The first concerning issue is impedance. Considering the IR drop, crosstalk, and impedance matching, the net shape and the net length must be controlled based on certain criteria. Many original ideas have been created to solve these problems, such as in [2] , [7] , [14] , [15] , [20] . Reference [2] proposes a topological planar routing algorithm. The BSG router [20] proposes an effective routing method. This method can match the net length and save a large amount of memory for data under a given routing topology. However, it consumes enormous routing area and ignores the shape of nets, creating a lot of jogged nets (net jogging). These net joggings may cause signal integrity issues.
The second problem is bus planning. The bus router handles a set of nets and routes these nets in parallel. An automatic bus planner is proposed in [5] , which provides good results in bus planning. It is based on a good escaped pin assignment; therefore, the bus planning can be automated. However, we observed in the results that the buses are planned in a bunch, which seems unfriendly to obstacles and routing resources.
Therefore, the consequent problem is routing resources in board routing. Due to manufacturing costs, we should keep the number of layers minimal, which generates the constraint of planar routing for board-level planning. Most of the routing algorithms are based on the concept of a shortest path. This kind of router cannot take the whole set of nets into account; in each step, only the present net will be considered and routed. Since the routing of the present net may block the routing path (splitting the routing space) in a sequential routing framework and planar requirement, the routing of the following net or other nets is not favored due to an early routing decision. Since the shortest path algorithm usually causes the failure in such sequential routing, we are forced to go back to the previous step and reroute the net. Reference [3] provides a good framework for topological routing; however, it must use partitioning and Delaunay triangulation for applications, and it also has a net ordering problem. A very recent study [10] showed that boundary routing is a very good concept, but it may be limited by only several escape patterns.
Considering the fixed-boundary pin planar routing, our approach will try to mitigate the aforementioned effects. In order to not spoil the routing space for the remaining nets and to avoid the net crossing during board wire planning, our first stage routing will optimize the routing order to eliminate the conflicts of net routing and to better utilize the routing resource, which is very different from the traditional integrated circuit global router. 1 During the second stage refinement, we propose a length-constraint ILP formulation to achieve min-max length bounds of nets, and take care of wire shape resemblance.
III. Routing Under Fixed-Ordering Pin Locations
In general, most of the routing algorithms are based on the concept of shortest path, which is usually referred to as maze routing. This kind of router cannot take the whole set of nets into account; in each step, only the present net will be considered and routed. Without the consideration in future routing, the shortest-path algorithm usually causes the failure or much longer detour in routing the next net since the routing space has been split (due to the planar routing constraint), and we are forced to go back to the previous step and reroute the net.
In this paper, we propose our solution of routing under fixed-ordering boundary pins, which takes the whole routing plane into account when routing a single net. First, we decide the net ordering statically by dynamic pin sequence (DPS) to avoid the net crossing in one-layer planar routing. Second, we perform the topological routing under the aforementioned net order. We develop an against-the-wall routing for better preservation of routing resources for consequent routings. 2 Finally, we describe how we handle the inevitable crossing nets.
For the rest of the presentation, a bus is defined as all common nets between a certain pair of components. The nets in this context are all two-pin nets. It is reasonable since most of the board-level connections are two pin nets.
A. Static Net Ordering With a Dynamic Pin Sequence
Before we present the routing algorithms, we first describe the approach for net ordering determination. Given the placement of the components on the board, routing space is formed Fig. 2 . Illustration of a CCP, which can be seen as the first connection among all nets in components. Pin C is set to be the CCP and is connected to the corresponding component.
with boundary pins on the periphery of the components. The pins are either fixed by package providers or escaped using methods, such as those used in [21] and [22] . We use a number sequence to represent the relative position of pins on one component. In order to include these pins in a number sequence, we randomly select a pin among the pins on one component as the start point of the sequence. From this start point, other pins of this component are inserted into the sequence one by one in a counterclockwise fashion. We apply the same process to the other components and get a series of pin sequences. The main idea is to use a series of pin sequences to represent the locations of pins. As Fig. 1 shows, this component contains five pins; we choose pin A as the start point and make a pin sequence in a counterclockwise fashion, and the sequence is ABCDE.
With components transforming to pin sequences, we will concatenate those sequences into one sequence; we name it DPS. The idea is to decide one pin sequence among all pin sequences as a basis sequence, and then we put other pin sequences into this basis by finding a common pin in the two sequences that are going to be concatenated. The selected common pin is referred to as component connecting point (CCP). As illustrated in Fig. 2 , pin C is treated as a CCP, and we can concatenate two sequences as one. In this example, the pin sequence of component C 1 is ABCDE and the pin sequence of component C 2 is BADEC. After merging with CCP pin C, the concatenated sequence becomes ABBADECCDE when choosing the former sequence as a basis sequence (base DPS). There are many ways or combinations for sequence concatenation; we choose a greedy way. By applying the longest pin sequence (the component with a largest number of pins) as a basis, we then integrate the second longest pin sequence that contains common pin(s) with the basis into the basis, and then the third-longest one, and so forth. 3 Two consequent problems remain: how do we use this concatenated DPS for net ordering, and which position or pin location is the best? We will first describe how we process the DPS for the first question, then we will present how we choose the CCP for sequences concatenation. Using Fig. 2 as an example, we use the pin sequence of C 1 as base DPS, and pin C is chosen as the CCP for the concatenation of two sequences. The resultant DPS is ABBADECCDE. Fig. 3 . Example of the first pin set CGI for routing. The underlined and repeated symbols in final DPS II, GG, and CC will be erased and routed first. The remaining DPS is KHHKJBEFFDDEABA, and we then connect the adjacent pins according to the DPS and perform the consequent routing.
We observe that symbol C (CCP) is repeated due to the concatenation; this means we can have the routing connection of the two pins of net C in the netlist. We then erase these two symbols in the sequences and the sequence becomes ABBADEDE; this means that net B can be connected without crossing. After erasing B, A is the next repeated symbol, and finally the DPS become DEDE without any repeated symbol.
The first erasure net C acts as the start point of topological routing, and the remaining symbol erasure suggests us a routing order that produces a routing result without pin/net blocking. By following the symbol erasure order, prerouted paths will not block unrouted pins if each net is routed along the previous paths, forming a centralized bus, which is called the against-the-wall routing that is introduced in the next subsection. In addition, the interleaving symbols in the remaining DPS, DEDE, represent that there exists inevitable net crossing when routing on a single layer.
When multiple components on a board, the generation of DPS will start with a base DPS, and then concatenate each pin sequence into the base DPS according to the selected CCPs one by one until all pin sequences are combined into one final DPS. Fig. 3 illustrates CCP connections of a PCB with three components and four board boundary pins. Pins C, G, and I are selected as CCPs, and the resultant DPS is KHHKJIIJBEFGGFDDEACCBA.
We can, in fact, choose any position or pin location as our CCP during each concatenation; however, the choice itself will produce different configurations and then different ordering. This will possibly cause the crossing in some nets that could have been avoided. In the preliminary version, we use a greedy-based approach to minimize crossings for topological routing. For each concatenation, we evaluate each pin in the smaller pin sequence (being concatenated) to check the number of erasures that can be performed. For example, in Fig. 3 , after the erasure of the repeated symbols II, we can continue to erase JJ and HH. Therefore, the topological routing for this subset can be performed without crossing. We then choose this pin with a largest number of erasures to be the CCP. In Section III-C, we present a new approach that replaces this greedy erasure process to further improve performance.
The advantages of this static net ordering are as follows. First, through the steps of pin-sequence concatenation, we can decide the backbone of the topological routing. Second, we use this ordering to preserve the routing space so that it will not be split into many small and broken pieces, avoiding the possible crossing during sequential routing, especially if the shortest path or mazing routing is used. Third, we have a considerably good static order for routing nets, compared with blind ordering.
The advantage of deciding the backbone includes preserving routing resources for unrouted nets and improving signal integrity due to similar routes for signal propagation. If routing paths of a bus are not grouped as a bunch, there must exist an unrouted area that is surrounded by routed paths or obstacles and can no longer be routed. Note that although the term bus used here indicates common nets between two components, the static ordering can be adapted on other user-defined sets of nets. The limitation of this static ordering is that it does not take routing capacity into consideration; therefore, it may fail to complete the routing of nets in the DPS. In this case, the unrouted nets will be assigned into another routing layer. In our testcases, which are based on real designs, the capacity issue does not affect the routability of the proposed approach.
B. Against-the-Wall Topological Routing
The DPS in Fig. 3 shows the first routing set (a collection of CCPs) in this example: CGI. Here, we perform the routing to connect those pins. A* algorithm [4] , [8] is used in our router to complete the connections. A* algorithm connects the net by calculating the path cost. In the beginning of the A* algorithm, we look for the lowest cost point near the start point. We refer the lowest cost point as the current point. For each of the four points (directions) adjacent to this current point, we find the lowest cost point and link this point to the current point. We can find the target point by doing this in a repeated manner. Fig. 3 shows the result of the CCP connections.
In order to fulfill the requirement of high-speed board signal routing, we intend to route them as close as possible and consider the length difference constraints. Given the routing shown in Fig. 3 , the three paths of CCP connections become the first three boundaries or walls on the routing space. By using the previously routed nets as boundaries or walls, we route the following nets against-the-wall. Following the previous discussion, the erasure of symbol pairs in the DPS will produce the next sets of routing. We repeat this process until no symbol pairs existed in the DPS. The final againstthe-wall routing is shown in Fig. 4 . From another point of view, we can treat the first routed nets as gravity centers, and the remaining nets are attracted to be placed besides them. We will discuss how we handle the rest of the DPS in the next subsection.
We describe the against-the-wall routing as follows. By using routed nets as a boundary of routing space, the routes walk against the wall or boundary. We follow the order that we described previously to route the remaining nets, each route has a fixed direction toward the destination pin. If there exist blockages (or previously routed nets), the direction will be modified to walk around. The aforementioned routing is achieved by applying A* algorithm with carefully adjusting grid costs. Routing grids closer to the wall or boundary are assigned with lower costs, while grids in the center of an empty region are assigned with higher costs. This strategy allows us to route net individually such that the bus will not be blocked by obstacles due to insufficient capacity between two obstacles. Paths within a bus are still centralized as a bunch when there exist enough routing resources.
C. Improvement on Routability and Layer Assignment of Nets
It is possible that the design may not be routable in one layer. We can, in fact, arrange some routes to be routed in other layers; it is also mentioned in [6] . In the previous subsection, we introduce the concept of DPS. By transforming pin locations of a board design into its DPS, we can easily figure out whether a design is routable within one layer or not. We also mention that different selections of CCPs result in different DPS, which affects routability. In fact, not only the CCP selections, but the concatenation order of pin sequences and the layer assignment of nets under given DPS will affect the routability of topological routing as well. In this subsection, we will discuss the net crossing problems, and propose our new approach of routability improvement and layer assignment. The approach described here is an improved method of our preliminary version that will produce better performance.
The problem is divided into two sequential stages: 1) the CCP selection and DPS generation, and 2) layer assignment of nets and routing order determination. At the end of this subsection, we conclude our new method with a flowchart. 1) CCP Selection and DPS Generation: A greedy-based CCP selection method is used in the preliminary version. For each component pair, the approach chooses CCP that produces the largest erasure number. However, this strategy has two weak points: 1) it focuses on only the target bus and does not take other nets into consideration, and 2) it has difficulty in tackling designs with a large number of components and complex connections. Since CCP connections are done by A* algorithm following the order of sequence concatenation, as described in Section III-B, the order of concatenation affects the routing result. In Fig. 5 , seven nets belong to two buses. For bus ABC, even if we choose net A, B, or C to be CCP, the number of routable nets is two. But when we take the other bus, VWXYZ, into consideration, we find that CCP connection shown in Fig. 5(a) has worse routability than in Fig. 5(b) . In Fig. 5(a) , the routing of bus VWXYZ has more detours and consumes more routing resources than in Fig. 5(b) . To avoid this situation, the DPS concatenation order should be arranged carefully, i.e., if the bus with a large number of nets is concatenated into DPS first, the resultant CCP connections may produce better routability.
Another common problem of CCP selection is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Three components C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are connected with each other, and three different sets of nets (three buses), in which nets ABC connect C 1 and C 2 , nets DEF connect C 2 and C 3 , and nets GHI connect C 1 and C 3 , are going to be routed. Although there are three buses, only two CCPs should be selected to form the final DPS. The CCP connections cannot form any cycle on the routing plane; otherwise, the DPS generation would fail. For better performance, we propose a new DPS generation strategy to produce DPS with better routability. For a given board, the component with the largest connectivity with other components is selected to be the base DPS. The CCP selection and sequence concatenation then begin from the base DPS. In order to decide the order of concatenation (and to avoid cycles produced by CCP connections), we define a vertex set V = {v : v ∈ components}, and an edge set E = {e(u, v) : comp. u and comp. v have common net(s)}, in which edge weight w(e(u, v)) equals the number of nets between components u and v. A maximum weight spanning tree T max of G(V, E) is then generated by Prim's algorithm with the vertex(component) representing base DPS as the start point. The concatenation order of DPS is set to the same order of the tree expanding order in Prim's algorithm. Fig. 7 illustrates the MST generated by the original board design with three components and a set of board boundary pins. Because a tree structure produces no cycles, the DPS generation can be processed successfully.
After the determination of a merging order, each pin sequence (except base DPS) is reversed and duplicated to form a sequence with double length (denoted as PS*), e.g., pin sequence ABC becomes CBACBA. The longest common subsequence [12] is then applied to the base DPS and the first PS* to be connected, which is the reversed and duplicated pin sequence of the first visited component when growing T max . This is to find the longest common net ordering in a cyclic manner. Fig. 8 illustrates the generation of DPS: the first matched symbol K is considered the CCP between boundary pins and component C 1 . Once the CCP is decided, the base DPS then becomes HIJGFDCBAKKJIH. The current DPS can then be concatenated with PS* of component C 2 (in this case, C 2 and C 3 have the same priority since the number of nets connecting C 1 and C 2 equals the number of nets connecting C 1 and C 3 ). The merging process continues until all edges in tree T max are processed.
Despite the similarity to topological routing in [2] , the major difference is that our approach is bus oriented. The proposed approach intends to route nets within a bus in a bunch in one layer by our CCP selection method, instead of taking net as an individual as [2] did. Under this premise, we generate DPS heuristically rather than exhaustively searching, as in [2] . 
2) Layer Assignment and Routing Order Determination:
Given a DPS, it is not obvious to determine which net(s) should be routed to maximize routability in the current layer, or to minimize the overall layer number. For example, the nets in Fig. 9 cannot be routed in one layer. By erasing the repeated symbols in DPS, we have sequence DEDXE left, in which X is a net belonging to component C 2 but not C 1 . If we route net D, then nets E and X are blocked and thus unroutable. On the other hand, if we route net E, although net D is unroutable, net X is not blocked. The selection of net to be routed is not straightforward in this situation.
Fortunately, the problem is similar to channel routing with dogleg paths. Through CCP connections, DPS is actually a geometric shape changing of channel routing. Here, Supowit's algorithm [18] is applied to find the maximum number of nets that can be routed on one layer.
Supowit's algorithm is originally developed to solve the dogleg-path channel route problem. Given N two-pin nets in a channel, the algorithm finds the largest subset that can be routed on one layer in O(N 2 ) time. We describe the algorithm here. Given a set C of N chords of a circle, as shown in Fig. 10(a) , number the endpoints of these chords from 0 to 2N − 1 clockwise around the circle. A circle graph G can be constructed by a vertex set V = v ab : a < b and ab ∈ C and an edge set E = {(v ab , v cd ) : a < c < b < d or c < a < d < b}. By observation, we can find that a maximum independent set, MIS, of circle graph G corresponds to a maximum set of crossing-free chords in the original chord set, which equals the largest subset of routable nets on one layer. Although finding MIS in a general graph is NP-hard, Supowit proposed an O(N 2 ) algorithm for this special circle graph. Defining G i,j as the subgraph of G induced by vertex set V ij = {v ab ∈ V : i ≤ a, b ≤ j}, the maximum independent set of graph G i,j , denoted as MIS(i, j), can be calculated by a simple-recursive formula as follows:
Initial condition
MIS(i, i) = φ.
Recursive formula
, else where (1) goes to
The MIS of graph G can thus be calculated by
For our board routing problem, we have shown that if two identical symbols can be erased through the erasure process, the corresponding net can be routed without net crossing. By arranging symbols around a circle, we can easily find that the erasure process is actually a simplified version of Supowit's algorithm, in which inevitable crossing nets correspond to crossing chords in the circle. Fig. 10(b) illustrates the result of applying Supowit's algorithm on the DPS generated in Fig. 8 . Symbols connected with solid lines correspond to nets that are selected to be routed on the current layer with no crossing occurs between each other, and dotted lines indicate nets that are not selected to be routed on the current layer. Fig. 11 shows the routing result with Supowit's algorithm; only net B is unroutable.
3) Overall Flow of the Proposed Topological Routing:
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to handle the topological routing problem, which utilizes the concept of dynamic pin sequence in the preliminary work, but with a different approach. Fig. 12 shows the complete steps to perform the global topological routing. Given component placement and netlist, we first generate the DPS of the design using the new algorithm. Next, according to the DPS, which nets should be routed and a static net order are both produced by Supowit's channel route algorithm. Third, we perform our against-thewall routing to generate a topological routing result of the first layer. If there is any unrouted net left, a new routing layer is needed, and the whole procedure is repeated again with respect to the remaining nets. The procedure will repeat until no unrouted net is left.
IV. Length-Constraint-Aware
Routing Refinement After against-the-wall routing, our router produces a series of bus nets. In this stage, we adjust the routing without changing the completed interconnection to match the length constraints on the board to resemble the net shape and to shorten (sometimes lengthen) the wirelength for longer (shorter) nets. Recall that during the process of the against-the-wall routing, a central (backbone) net is generated and the other nets are routed close to the central net, and thus more unused area can be reserved for later use. This unused area is useful for net length adjusting, in which the length differences should be adjusted to meet the min-max length constraint of the design.
In this section, we propose an ILP formulation to adjust the net length. Due to obstacles or the location of components, the edge shifting used in the preliminary version sometimes fails to find a feasible solution. Compared with the edge shifting technique, our new proposed ILP approach expands more solution space in finding paths.
A. ILP Formulation for General Length-Matching Problem
We observe that, once all nets in a bus are merged as a bunch, the length differences within the bus are relatively small. As shown in Fig. 13(a) , the separated pin locations contribute most of the length mismatch. To compensate length differences caused by pin locations while maintaining net shape for signal integrity, we adjust routing paths inside a certain region, referred to as the adjust region. The adjust region is a ring-shaped area around a component, as shown in Fig. 14. Outside the adjust region, routing paths remain the same as in against-the-wall routing. Inside the adjust region, prerouted paths will be removed and rearranged by the proposed ILP length-matching algorithm. The position where paths pass through the boundary of adjust region is called the cut point. The objective of length matching is to rearrange paths inside the adjust region with each net, from its pin to the cut point, having equal length (or satisfying the min-max constraint).
Each adjust region is split into routing tracks, and each track of the region is considered a 1-D virtual axis, as illustrated in Fig. 14. Pin locations (or any point inside adjust region) are transformed into coordinates on the corresponding axis. Any path inside the adjust region can be represented by a series of coordinates on each axis (tracks). Through this transformation, the 2-D length matching is reduced to a 1-D problem. Fig. 13(b) illustrates the idea of our net adjusting strategy. Four nets are demanded to adjust their length inside the adjust region. We divide the problem into small subproblems. First, consider only nets Y and Z, the path equalization can be done by using track 1 and track 2. The paths of the two nets are merged at point M YZ with equal length length(Y, M YZ ) = length(Z, M YZ ). After merging, nets are demanded to route as a bunch. Similarly, nets W and X are merged at M WX . However, due to the fixed location of P cut , wirelengths of W and X need to be adjusted by detoured paths such that their total wirelengths can be the same as Y and Z. This adjusting makes net W have a U-turn shape path turning at U W , and net X turns at U X as well. U W and U X are called the turning points. Turning points are used to adjust net length when paths go from track 1 to track 2. Now, starting from M WX and M YZ , the merged (or grouped) nets WX and YZ are merged at P cut with all four nets having equal length.
In general cases, this hierarchical merging and length adjusting is obtained through steps, as shown in Fig. 15 . A binary merge tree is first constructed to determine the merging pair of nets, and the number of merging points is then decided by a tree height. If the number of nets in a bus, N, equals 2 k , a k-level tree is constructed with each leaf node representing a net. Otherwise, a log 2 (N) -level tree is constructed with some leaves being empty. In Fig. 15(a) , the six-net bus is transformed into a three-level tree rooted at P cut , as shown in Fig. 15(b) with six merging points. Fig. 15(c) shows the length-matching routing results produced based on the merging tree.
We formulate the binary merge style length-matching problem into an ILP. Given pin set = {P 1 , P 2 , ..., P N } and their routing paths (generated by the against-the-wall routing), the objective of the ILP is to find the positions of merging points that satisfy length constraints while minimizing the total wirelength.
The notation used in the ILP formulation is as follows: 1) N: number of nets in a bus; 2) L: number of merging levels, L = log 2 (N) ; 3) h: number of tracks needed to merge all nets, 2
L ; 4) P cut : the coordinate of the cut point of the bus; 5) P i : the coordinate of the ith pin with P i < P i+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ N; 6) U i : the coordinate that the ith pin goes from track 1 to track 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ N; 7) M lv,j : the coordinate of the jth merging point in level (u, v) : the total path length from point u to point v. Here, N, L, h, P cut , and P i are fixed numbers, 4 and U i and M lv,j are variables in ILP formulation, except M L,1 , which is equal to P cut and therefore it is a fixed number.
To make the formula more meaningful and easy to explain, we use an example to represent the following constraints. Using Fig. 13(b) as an example, pins W, X, Y , and Z map to parameters P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 , respectively. Then, M 1,1 represents the merging point of W and Y , and M 1,2 represents the merging point of Y and Z. In order to have the same wire length, the following path-equivalent constraints should be satisfied:
Equation (1) ensures that paths from P 1 and P 2 to merge point M 1 have equal length, and (2) ensures that paths from P 3 and P 4 to M 2 have equal length. Equation (3) ensures that all paths from pins to cut points have the same length.
Locations of merging points and turning points have to be constrained to avoid illegal solutions, such as overlaps of routes produced by ILP. These position constraints restrict values of M i and U i in a certain range
Inequalities (4) and (5) ensure feasible locations of turning points. Inequality (6) ensures feasible locations of merging points.
Therefore, the net or bus adjusting problem can be formulated as follows:
len(P i , P cut ) subject to path-equivalent constraints position constraints.
The objective function is to minimize the total wire length. However, minimizing total wire length is equivalent to minimizing length of an arbitrary path. Without loss of generality, we simplify the objective function to minimizing the path length of P 1 to P cut .
For a bus of N nets, there are 2(N − 1) variables and N −1 constraint equations when there is no obstacles or blockage inside the adjust region. To handle obstacles, additional constraints are needed to ensure that the result is available. For example, if a small device locates near the component, resulting track 1 unrouted from coordinates u to v. Then, for each U i , an extra constraint will be added to the ILP formula
The inequalities in (6) are the obstacle-avoid constraints. The ILP formulation thus becomes minimize len(P 1 , P cut ) subject to path-equivalent constraints position constraints obstacle-avoid constraints.
Reference [14] also proposed a length-matching algorithm on single-layer routing, which finds an optimal solution under a maximum-length constraint without obstacles inside the routing region. The proposed ILP approach, on the other hand, deals with obstacles when adjusting net length. Net shape is also taken into account for signal integrity issues, which improves the quality of the routing solution.
However, the proposed length matching may fail to find a solution even though there exists one due to its binary merging constitution. The ILP may fail when: 1) the locations of obstacles occupy part of the adjust region such that no available space for merging points, and 2) there does not exist enough space between pins such that ILP cannot satisfy position constraints. Fig. 16 shows the situation that ILP fail to find the location for merging points of C and M AB , while there exists a feasible solution as shown in Fig. 16(b) .
B. ILP Formulation Under Mismatch on Backbone of Bus
The aforementioned ILP constraints are based on a premise that the length differences between nets within a bus are small and thus can be ignored. However, there are small devices such as capacitors, resistors, and other components on boards that may block routing area. Although the proposed against-the-wall routing can handle the above situations and produce feasible results, the length differences between nets may become too large to ignore. In this case, the proposed ILP formulation can still maintain the routing quality with only a small modification by adding a constant number to the corresponding path-equivalent constraint. For example, in Fig. 13(b) , if net W is one unit longer than net X outside the adjust region, (1) will become
The additional +1 term compensates the original length difference between W and X. In addition, the length differences caused by against-the-wall routing can be compensated for by the two adjust regions of the bus (around the two components the bus connects), which means the length differences are shared out of the two adjust regions. As a result, the length matching inside each adjust region will produce little detours.
Solving an ILP problem is often time consuming. To accelerate the execution time, we solve the problem by an open source LP solver lp solve 55, and round up the outputs to the nearest integer. Although the round-up process may produce length errors between nets, it is tolerable if all net lengths conform to the min-max length constraints. The min-max length constraints are easy to meet because the length error produced by roundup is relatively small compared to the scale of length bounds.
V. Routing Results
We implemented our methodology in C++ and the platform is on Intel(R) Xeon(R) Linux workstation 2.5 GHz with 16-GB memory. We constructed the test cases that are based on cases shown in recent works and references (test cases I and II resemble the cases shown in [20] since the cases in [20] are not available, test cases III-V are from [1] , provided from design houses). Table I shows the test cases and routing efficiency for our router. Nets and Comp. indicate the number of nets and components in test cases. Layers reports the number of routing layers used in test case. Grid size shows the size (the number of grid cells on the PCB board) 5 of the routing problem, Total Time includes the time for building the routing grid and the runtime spent by our router. All cases are finished within 1 s. Fig. 17 shows the test case IV that has eight components. The results show that almost all nets are routed in a certain region and the routing area is better utilized. Fig. 18 is the enlarged left-top view of Fig. 17 . The result shows that our router can adjust net paths in a certain region to meet the length constraints. Test case VI is modified from test case IV, where some pin locations are alternated such that it is not routable on one layer. Fig. 19 shows routing results of test case VI, which uses two routing layers. Fig. 20 shows test case III that has five components on boards. The net distribution between each component is similar to the result of bus routing. Our router can also detour the nets to avoid crossing and confirm with the length constraints. Even when the components are not face to face, our router can still find a good solution. Fig. 21 (test case IV with obstacles) shows that our approach is effective in handling obstacles and the length constraints can still be confirmed.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an efficient obstacle-aware PCB router that can better utilize the routing resource and consider the length-matching issue. The static net ordering using DPS and Supowit's algorithm generates a good routing order in a topological routing step. The against-the-wall routing was then applied to obtain the actual routing path of nets with a resembled shape. The ILP length adjusting approach is used to meet the min-max length constraints. Our methodology not only overcomes the PCB area-routing problem effectively, but also provides a prediction of routing feasibility. Unlike the conventional router, which applies the shortest path concept, our router can better utilize the routing space and consider the wire length and shape requirements. The experimental results showed that we can preserve routing space in sequential planar routing under the given boundary pin assignment and conform to the length constraints even when many obstacles occupy the routing area.
